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Emergency terror legislation 

  

World Socialist, Politics Home – Further coverage appears of reports that lawyers 

have raised concerns about emergency legislation announced by the Justice Secretary 

in the wake of the terror attack in Streatham. Justice Secretary Robert Buckland QC 

MP said the Government will introduce emergency legislation "to ensure an end to 

terrorist offenders getting released automatically having served half of their sentence 

with no check or review". 

  

Amanda Pinto QC, Chair of the Bar, said: "In light of this announcement, we would 

urge the Government to take care in considering any sentencing changes that may 

apply retrospectively. 

  

"Sentencing is a complex exercise, requiring consideration of a range of factors, 

including the need to express clearly and publicly the nature of the penalty, which is 

being imposed, which we note was done in this case. It is important that any 

proposed reform which could retrospectively alter the punishment for an offence, 

should be the subject of careful consideration, to ensure that it complies with the rule 

of law." 

  

In Politics Home, Amanda Pinto QC, Chair of the Bar, responds to reports that the 

Government would consider indefinite detention for convicted terrorists: "We will 

not and must not forget the victims of the recent terrorist attacks in Streatham and 

London Bridge, but a knee-jerk reaction can have unintended consequences and any 

moves towards indefinite detention should be resisted. Locking someone up 

indefinitely without due process in our country has been prohibited as long ago as 

The Middle Ages.  

  

"We need to look at the whole picture and ensure we invest in a strong criminal 

justice system from start to finish: one which deals with the root causes of such 

behaviour; that is effective and thought out, rather than simply retroactively 

throwing away the key of those serving prison sentences overnight.” 

  

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/q80XC8OWSPGXEtn3vxh?domain=wsws.org
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/sL45C9OGSN0zDIEV7wT?domain=politicshome.com


Pre-charge bail 

  

Politics Home - Amanda Pinto QC, Chair of the Bar, responds to the pre-charge bail 

consultation plans announced by the Government. She said: “This consultation on 

pre-charge bail is an opportunity to address the recent, troubling increase in the 

numbers of individuals being ‘released under investigation’ or RUI. In trying to cope 

with limited resources and rising crime the police unexpectedly used RUI in very 

serious cases, thereby avoiding imposing the bail conditions necessary to protect the 

victim, witnesses or the public at large. 

  

“The inordinate delays in criminal investigations and court proceedings make this 

all the more worrying. We must not, however, forget though that our legal system is 

underpinned by the principle that everyone is innocent until proven guilty, and the 

rights of suspects will be adversely affected by these measures. We will look 

carefully at the government’s plan to remove the presumption against bail on arrest. 

We will examine the proposal to double (at least) the period of time that suspects can 

be subject to bail conditions, which curtail their freedom when they have not even 

been charged with, let alone convicted of, an offence.” 

  

Driverless cars 

  

Law Society Gazette – The Gazette reports that the Bar Council has said driverless 

cars could ‘contribute to further isolation and exclusion’ among disabled and elderly 

people if they are not designed properly. The Bar Council is calling for regulation to 

prescribe minimum accessibility standards.  

  

Responding to a consultation on automated vehicles by the Law Commission, the 

Bar Council says a ‘clear policy steer’ is needed to ensure vehicles such as self-

driving taxis are designed with disabled users in mind.  

  

The Bar Council also suggests bolstering the regulation dealing price discrepancies 

between accessible and non-accessible taxis. “Whilst we would not want to stifle the 

business case for the expansion of HARPS by imposing onerous legal requirements, 

consideration could be given to ways of mitigating the risk of potential price 

discrimination against those with disabilities,” it said.  

  

Judicial review 

  

The Times – The Times looks in more detail at plans by the current Government to 

restrict the use of judicial review and reveals confusion in Whitehall about which 

department will take reform forward. The Times reports that “there seemed to be 

confusion about which department is responsible for the review. While the Cabinet 

Office is leading on the overarching constitutional reform, neither it, nor the 

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/PTTrC0OESgxkps2Xiqn?domain=politicshome.com
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/dWW3Cg68fw3qDs33ce9?domain=lawgazette.co.uk
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/xZUECjL5HGrYVI1jKfz?domain=thetimes.co.uk


Ministry of Justice, or the Attorney General’s Office or the Government Legal 

Department claimed responsibility for judicial review.  

  

“None was able to provide any details about the planned changes or a timetable for 

publication of proposals or confirm whether the changes could be done by 

secondary legislation or would require statutory change. They said that an 

announcement would be made in due course.” 

  

Amanda Pinto QC, Chair of the Bar, is quoted: “When a government seeks to limit 

judicial review, alarm bells start ringing because it suggests that it does not wish to 

be properly held to account and effectively puts it above the law.” 

  

The Times points out that applications for judicial review have fallen significantly 

over the past decade and are at their lowest since records began because of changes 

introduced in 2010 to make the process more expensive and risky for applicants, as 

well as cuts to legal aid.  

  

Sir Alan Moses, a former Court of Appeal judge and past chairman of the 

independent press watchdog, is quoted warning that restricting judicial review 

would be an own goal for ministers. He says: “The government wins 75 to 80 per 

cent of cases. We only hear about the ones they lose.” 

  

Courts  

  

Hampshire Chronicle – The Chronicle reports that victims of crime in the South 

West are having to wait a year and a half to get justice, a study of the Western 

Circuit has found, with the delay now four months longer than in 2014. 

  

‘This Doesn’t look like Justice’, a report written by the leader of the Western Circuit 

Kate Brunner QC, said ‘in the last five years the brakes have been put on the wheels 

of justice’. According to the study, 'the “start to finish gap” between an alleged 

offence being committed and end of proceedings in the Crown court is climbing 

steeply. Witnesses in some courts in the South West are now having to wait almost 

two years after the alleged offence before they give evidence.’ 

  

Amanda Pinto QC, Chair of the Bar, said: “This significant report exposes the real-

life consequences of closed courtrooms and cuts to judges’ sitting days. This is a 

national issue which is fast becoming a national crisis. Currently, crime is rising but 

courts are sitting empty. We are seeing an increasing time gap from an offence 

allegedly being committed to the end of the court case.  

  

“The many months of delay and the false starts in hearing cases are undermining 

effective access to justice for all those caught up in the criminal courts.” 
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https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/ZIl_CkDBHXEkPu8tkog?domain=twitter.com

